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Abstract—Large codebases — in the order of millions of lines of
code (MLOC) — are incredibly complex. Whether fixing a fault,
or implementing a new feature, changes to such systems often
have unanticipated effects, as it is impossible for a developer to
maintain a complete understanding of the code in their head.
This paper presents CodeSurveyor, a spatial visualization
technique that aims to support code comprehension in large
codebases by allowing developers to view large-scale software at
all levels of abstraction. It uses a cartographic metaphor to
produce an interactive map of a codebase where users can zoom
from a view of a system’s high-level architectural components,
represented as continents, down to the individual source files and
the entities they define, shown as countries and states,
respectively. The layout of the produced code map incorporates
system dependency data and sizes regions according to a userconfigurable metric (line count by default), to create distinctive
shapes and positions that serve as strong visual landmarks and
keep users oriented.
We detail the CodeSurveyor algorithm, show it generates code
maps of the Linux kernel (1.4 MLOC) in 1.5 minutes, and
evaluate the intuitiveness of the metaphor to software developers
and its utility in navigation tasks. Results show the effectiveness
of the approach with developers of varying experience levels.
Index Terms—software visualization, code comprehension.
Figure 1. Code map of Bash 4.3 generated by CodeSurveyor

I. INTRODUCTION
Large codebases, in the order of tens of millions of lines of
code and growing, are increasingly difficult to understand and
maintain. They are typically the product of hundreds of
developers working collaboratively over several decades, and
often have out-of-date, incomplete documentation. This leaves
the source code as the only reliable guide to system behavior,
making it impossible — due to the sheer volume of code
involved — for developers to form a complete understanding
of the system. In practice, detailed knowledge of the system is
limited to the code they and their team own [1] and as a result,
during maintenance tasks, developers may inadvertently
introduce faults due to the unanticipated consequences of a
change, or violate architectural constraints via a function call or
type use that seems harmless at the source code level.
Key to this issue is that current development environments
(integrated or otherwise) provide little support for code
comprehension in software of this size. They give developers a
40-80 line window into the tens of millions of lines of code that
comprise their system, with little indication of where or how
those lines fit into the greater whole. Most provide a collapsible
tree view of the organizational hierarchy of the system, but
even this can seem limited when dealing with tens of thousands
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of files, and users can easily become disoriented [2]. This lack
of scalability is also apparent in the largely textual display of
code search results, stack traces, bug reports, test coverage, and
so on, which can overwhelm users in large codebases. Current
environments typically provide only limited linking between
these different information spaces, meaning the user is required
to manually synthesize them. For example, to answer the
question what bugs are in my covered code and why? it is left
to the user to cross-reference the bug reporting and test
coverage information — typically displayed independently —
by comparing source locations, shown as file path and line
combinations. This places a high cognitive load on the user.
In this paper we present CodeSurveyor, a spatial
visualization technique that aims to address these issues for
large-scale software systems and make identifying locations in
source code a perceptual, rather than cognitive, task. It employs
a cartographic metaphor to produce an interactive map of the
code that shows the structure of a system at all levels of
abstraction, from the high-level architectural components,
represented as continents, down to the individual source files
and the entities they define, shown as countries and states
respectively. CodeSurveyor lays out these maps such that near-
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by regions have more in common than distant ones and region
areas are representative of a user-configurable metric. This
creates distinctive shapes and positions on the map that serve as
strong visual landmarks and help users stay oriented. The
structural context and multiple abstraction levels provided by
the code maps CodeSurveyor generates, make them a versatile
platform for data overlay. Code metrics, test coverage, bug
locations, search results, stack traces, program slices, etc., can
all be shown on this single representation of the code,
facilitating the synthesis of these varied aspects of a software
system and giving immediate feedback on the location,
quantity and distribution of the code involved. Our
implementation of the CodeSurveyor algorithm, outlined in
Section V, scales well to millions of lines of code, generates in
minutes, and has sub-second interaction times, showing its
practicality for large-scale software systems.

appearance, producing mountainous islands around clusters of
entities with similar vocabularies. Where DeLine’s approach
actively minimized whitespace between entities, the whitespace
in Software Cartography (i.e. the ocean) produces stronger
visual landmarks in the form of distinctive coastlines.
A drawback of incorporating line count in the rendering
step rather than in the layout itself, however, is that area is no
longer meaningful. An entity with a high line count may be
positioned amongst a dense cluster of entities of similar
vocabularies and subsequently have a small apparent
surrounding area, while an entity with the same line count but a
unique vocabulary would have an island to itself and a much
larger apparent area. The lack of a well-defined area for each
represented entity makes the approach less versatile for data
overlays, and was found to deter user interaction in a follow-up
study [7], as users were unsure of where to click. The study
also found participants expected the island groupings to reflect
the package structure of a system, rather than its vocabulary,
and tended to interpret distance as a measure of structural
dependence. The authors recommend program structure be
incorporated in future versions.
Both Software Terrain Maps and Software Cartography
generate code maps that show only a single level of abstraction:
method and class, respectively. To our knowledge no previous
work employing the cartographic map metaphor has yet
incorporated system structure, allowing users to view and
overlay data at any abstraction level. Beyond visualizations
based on the map metaphor, both CodeCity, proposed by Wettel
and Lanza [11], and Code Canvas [13], a later work of DeLine
and Rowan, show complete programs at multiple levels of
abstraction and support overlaying a variety of program
information. Neither approach encodes information in the
positioning of entities or addresses scalability as a key concern.

II. RELATED WORK
Using cartographic maps as a metaphor to aid in code
comprehension is by no means a novel concept. In response to
users becoming disoriented when using the hyperlink
navigation and tabbed file switching common in current
development environments, DeLine [14] originally proposed
the metaphor as a way to leverage users’ spatial memory to
help them keep track of where they are in their code.
DeLine outlined a technique called Software Terrain Maps
that models a system as a set of program entities that are
described by their size and their affinity to other entities. It
attempts to lay these out so the distance between them is
proportional to their affinity, and their area is proportional to
their size. The prototype uses methods, line count, and the
count of static references between methods as the entities, their
size, and affinity respectively. The proposed algorithm divides
the visualization space into a hexagonal grid and assigns a
number of contiguous hexagons to each method in the
program, based on its size. It progresses from the centre and
spirals outward, taking a best effort approach to optimize the
proximity of entities with high affinity.
In DeLine’s evaluation of the approach he found it has
some significant drawbacks. The distribution of methods by
line count in most systems tends to follow an exponential
decay curve, and as a result, their maps have many singlehexagon entities and only a few larger, multi-hexagon entities
to serve as visual landmarks. Stability due to change in the
underlying code was also problematic. Small edits caused a
large number of methods to change shape, disorienting the user.
Kuhn, Loretan, and Nierstranz [6] addressed some of these
issues in their implementation of the cartographic map
metaphor: Software Cartography. This technique positions
entities (classes) based on the similarity of their vocabularies
using a combination of latent semantic indexing and multidimensional scaling. It remains stable as systems evolve.
While not used in the positioning of entities, the size of
entities (line count) is still incorporated into the Software
Cartography approach via a post-layout rendering step. This
step computes a height for every point in the visualization
space by summing together normal distribution curves centered
on each positioned entity and scaled according to their size.
Points with heights below a certain threshold are shown as
ocean, while those above are shaded to give a mountain-like

III. CODESURVEYOR
In designing CodeSurveyor, we endeavored to address the
shortcomings of previous approaches based on the cartographic
metaphor, while additionally supporting multi-million line
codebases as these are becoming increasingly common in large
software companies and the open source community. This
resulted in four key goals, namely:
1. To Incorporate system structure
Large software systems are modeled at a range of
abstraction levels in a hierarchical fashion. Coarse
dependencies between high-level architectural components
are successively refined down to the individual calls, reads
and writes between source code elements. Incorporating
this structure into a code map makes it more explicit to
developers, provides context to lower level entities, and
allows for a variety of data overlays at any granularity (e.g.
runtime per function, test coverage per file, or bugs filed
per component).
2. To provide strong visual landmarks
Distinctive shapes, positions and sizes support the
perceptual identification of regions on the map and help in
navigation tasks. For example, considering the world map,
Italy is easy to spot thanks to its boot-like shape; Antartica,
thanks to its position in the south; and Russia, due its
expansive size.
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3. To Support smooth updates
Small changes in the underlying codebase should result in
small changes to the generated code map. Any sudden
change to the layout can disorient users, requiring them to
reestablish a mapping from code map regions to the system
entities they represent, so should be avoided.
4. To scale to codebases of millions of lines of code
Code comprehension becomes increasingly difficult as
systems grow into the millions and tens of millions of lines
of code, so it is these systems that stand to benefit most
from visualization. Fast interaction and generation times
are needed to ensure the produced code maps are
responsive and do not lag too far behind the state of the
codebase they represent.
Of these goals, CodeSurveyor does not yet support smooth
updates, though we believe it could be easily adapted to do so
using existing techniques, as discussed in Section VI. The
remaining goals are achieved through the algorithm’s
composition of force-directed graph layout and Voronoi treemapping. The algorithm, detailed in Section IV, progresses
through five phases: hierarchical graph layout, implicit surface
generation, surface subdivision, recursive tree-map
subdivision, and recursive region amalgamation.
Illustrated in Figure 2a, the hierarchical graph layout phase
positions source files (shown as circles and sized according to
their line counts) on the 2D plane such that they form spatial
clusters that reflect the system’s higher level organization.
Dependent clusters and files are placed nearby, and any file
overlaps are removed. Implicit surface generation encloses sets
of closely positioned source files in island-like shapes, colored
red in Figure 2b, that serve as strong visual landmarks on the
rendered code map. These islands are subsequently partitioned,
in the surface subdivision phase, to create separate regions
around the individual source files in each island (Figure 2c).
The recursive tree-map subdivision phase then recursively
divides each source file’s bounded region to create a sub-region
for each contained symbol definition (i.e. each class, struct,
function or macro, and any variables, fields or parameters they
contain), as shown in Figure 2d. Finally, the recursive region
amalgamation phase generates boundaries around the sets of
contiguous source files belonging to each higher-level
component of the system (e.g. each directory, package or subcomponent).
The composition of force-directed graph layout and
Voronoi tree-mapping, as above, incorporates system structure,
provides strong visual landmarks, and also addresses
scalability. For a typical multi-million line codebase, it limits
the maximum graph size to tens of thousands of files (as
opposed to tens of millions of symbols) in the layout phase, and
allows the internal structure of each source file to be laid out
independently, in parallel, once source file regions have been
determined.

a.

b.

c.

d.

Figure 2. Phases of the CodeSurveyor algorithm with Bash 4.3

graph where nodes represent individual source files and edges
represent the dependencies between them. Each node of a
given abstraction level has a single parent in the level above,
zero or more children in the level below, and edges to
neighboring nodes on the same level. For a C codebase, as in
our implementation, this structure can be formed by taking a
graph of dependencies between source files and progressively
abstracting it according to the directory structure. The
algorithm is not, however, specific to the C language, and any
hierarchy could be used for the abstraction.
Each node at the most refined level (i.e. a source file) is
additionally augmented with a tree structure, with itself at the
root. This tree models the node’s internal structure: the symbol
definitions in that file and their containment relations (e.g. field
within struct, variable within function, macro within file). Leaf
nodes in this tree are also annotated with a size metric (line
count in our implementation) that is summed up the hierarchy
to size regions in the generated code map.
A. Graph Layout
The first step in the code map generation process aims to
position related nodes — both siblings and neighbors — in
close proximity. This is achieved by laying out each abstraction
level of the hierarchical graph successively, from the level
containing only the root node, to the level of the individual
source files (the augmented trees are used in a later step).
Working top-down in this way allows the positions of parent
nodes to influence the placement of their children. In fact, the

IV. ALGORITHM
The CodeSurveyor algorithm takes as input an augmented
hierarchical graph that represents the system at multiple levels
of abstraction. It can be thought of as a series of graphs that
progress from the most abstract level — a single root node
representing the entire system — to the most refined level — a
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node positions of all abstraction levels above the source file
level serve purely to influence the node positions on that level.
Laying out each level is implemented as an energy
minimization problem, equivalent to a force-directed graph
layout. This is done by defining an energy model that
formalizes what is considered a good layout. It specifies how to
compute the energy of a given graph in a given layout, such
that a better layout will produce a lower energy. The energy
model used in CodeSurveyor is based on the model proposed
by Noack [8]. It differs from Noack’s model by giving nodes a
radius in addition to a position, such that the resulting circular
area is proportional their line counts. In this model neighboring
nodes contribute attraction energy, proportional to the distance
they are apart; every pair of nodes contribute repulsion energy,
inversely proportional to the distance between their centers;
and every node contributes gravitation energy, proportional to
the distance their centre is from their parent’s.
Noack’s model includes three configurable parameters:
degree of clustering, degree of distortion and degree of
hierarchicalness. In our model degree of clustering and degree
of distortion are fixed at 0.5 and 0.0, respectively, and are not
discussed here. The degree of hierarchicalness, h, controls the
relative contribution of attraction energy and gravitation energy
and is configurable by the user. For example, setting h=1.0
effectively results in graph edges (the dependencies between
system components) being ignored, so the layout will position
nodes as closely as possible to the position of their parents.
This results in nodes with a common parent forming tight,
circular clusters and shows the organization of the system quite
clearly. In the opposite case (h=0.0) nodes will be positioned
close to the neighbors they share a high proportion of their
edges with, completely ignoring the abstraction hierarchy. After
experimentation with a range of C codebases, our
implementation uses h=0.9 by default, such that nodes are
clustered based on the system organization but the relative
positions of clusters and nodes within clusters are still
influenced by the dependencies between them. We also
introduce an additional configurable parameter for linearly
scaling the repulsion energy, r=1.0, that influences the global
spread of the layout, resulting in more or fewer contiguous
landmasses.
With this energy model in place, the graph layout
progresses by assigning the root node a position at the origin of
the 2D plane and then lays out each subsequent abstraction
level in a common process, outlined in pseudocode in Figure 3.
The basic idea of the algorithm is to try moving each node in
turn a set distance in an optimal direction from its current
position. If the move reduces the energy of the graph, the
change is kept, otherwise the original position of the node is
restored. Once no node can be improved by moving the set
distance, that distance is halved and the process is repeated
until the set distance reaches some lower threshold.
Calculating the repulsion energy is a performance
bottleneck in this process, as it must be computed between
every pair of nodes, making it an O(n2) operation per iteration.
In our implementation this is improved to O(n log n) using the
Barnes-Hut simulation algorithm [15]. This is effectively a
gradient descent approach to the energy minimization and so
risks getting caught in local minima. Other optimization
strategies, e.g. simulated annealing [16], may be used instead

// set initial positions
for each node in level
position node deterministically near its parent
end for
stepSize = 100
while stepSize > 1 do
nodeWasMoved = false
for each node in level do
currentPosition = getPosition(node)
currentEnergy = calcEnergyContribution(node)
optimalDirection = calcOptimalDirection(node,
stepSize)
setNodePosition(node, currentPosition +
optimalDirection)
newEnergy = calcEnergyContribution(node)
if newEnergy > currentEnergy do
setNodePosition(currentPosition)
else do
nodeWasMoved = true
end if
end for
if not nodeWasMoved do
stepSize = stepSize / 2
end if
end while
Figure 3. Graph layout pseudocode

for a better global layout, but come with a performance trade
off. As nodes are initially positioned in the vicinity of their
parents and they are primarily optimized towards their parents’
positions (as h=0.9 by default), we suspect the minima attained
by the algorithm is reasonable.
Once all abstraction levels have been laid out, any node
overlaps in the final level (the graph of source files) are
removed. This is done in the same manner to the regular layout,
except that nodes are not positioned under their parents initially
(they are left in place) and a different energy model is used; it
has no attraction or gravitation contribution and only
overlapping nodes repel each other.
B. Implicit Surface Generation
With the nodes at all levels of the hierarchical graph laid
out, the next step in the CodeSurveyor algorithm forms
distinctive island-like shapes around all closely positioned
nodes at the source file level. This is know as implicit surface
generation as these shapes/surfaces are implicitly defined by
the positions and radii of the graph nodes.
To produce these surfaces we first calculate the weighted
Delaunay triangulation of the source file nodes, where the
weight of each node is simply its radius squared. This
effectively triangulates the node positions in such a way that a
triangulation edge is drawn between every pair of nodes whose
weighted midpoint is as close or closer to those two nodes than
any other node. Any triangulation edges that connect two nodes
that are more than a given threshold distance apart are then
invalidated, leaving valid edges only between closely
positioned nodes. The resulting sets of nodes connected by
valid edges are then traced using circular arcs around nodes and
Bezier curves between them. The shapes are always traced such
that the valid edges are to the left in the direction of tracing.
This means that surfaces are defined in the opposite orientation
to any holes they contain.
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C. Surface Subdivision
At this point in the process, nodes at the source file level
have been positioned and have containing surfaces, where each
surface contains one or more nodes. The purpose of this step is
to partition each surface containing more than one node into a
region for each, with an area roughly proportional to the area of
the circle defined by the node’s radius. To do this we compute
the power weighted Voronoi diagram of the nodes in each
surface bounded by that surface. The Voronoi region of each
node is then the shape enclosing all points within the surface
that are closer to that node than any other contained node,
according to the power distance between them. In computing
the Voronoi region of each source file, any dead space between
nodes in the surface is distributed roughly evenly among the
surrounding nodes. This preserves the significance of node
areas (proportional to line count by default).

Table 1. Input codebase metrics and algorithm runtime
Line
count

Node
count

Edge
count

File
count

Abstraction
level count

Runtime
(s)

Bash

143,531

30,655

215,934

419

14

8

Ruby

679,801

149,888

2,064,343

630

14

38

Linux

1,400,554

499,646

3,376,461

3297

14

89

Bash

25%

67%

Ruby

9%

89%

Linux

44%
0%

47%
25%

50%

75%

Graph layout
Surface generation
Surface subdivision
Recursive amalgamation
Recursive subdivision

100%

Figure 4. Runtime contributions

that is proportional to the number of lines of code in the
visualized system that defines it. No two regions at the same
abstraction level overlap, and every node's region is the union
of those of its children.

D. Recursive Treemap Subdivision
With every node at the source file level having its own
enclosed region, the next step in the process makes use of the
augmented tree structures on each source file that represent the
internal hierarchy of contained symbol definitions. This is done
by taking each source file’s region and partitioning it into a
region for each of its children (the top-level symbol
definitions), such that each region’s area is proportional to
corresponding child’s size metric (e.g. line count). This
subdivision is then repeated in a recursive fashion for any child
nodes with children of their own (e.g. a struct that contains
fields, or a function with local variables) until all nodes in the
tree have been considered.
The subdivision at each level is done using a variation of
the Voronoi treemap algorithm [3], implemented in a manner
similar to that outlined by Nocaj [9] for improved performance.
It works by first placing the children of a given node in the tree
as weighted points within that node’s enclosed region. The
remainder of the algorithm is an optimization loop. The
bounded, weighted Voronoi diagram of the child nodes is
computed, and the error between the areas of the produced subregions and their target areas (based on their line counts), is
subsequently calculated. If it is within a given error threshold,
the optimization loop ends, otherwise each node is moved to
the centroid, or centre of mass, of its Voronoi region and its
weight is adjusted up or down to try to increase or decrease its
area in the next iteration, as appropriate.

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND PERFORMANCE
The CodeSurveyor algorithm has been implemented in Java
and integrated into Frappé [19], a tool that extracts dependency
information from C/C++ codebases in a graph-based format.
For a given codebase, the implementation uses the dependency
information provided by Frappé to build the input data
structure outlined in Section IV, with the directory structure
serving to model the codebase’s higher-level organization. It
then progresses as described, to generate the code map
geometry, which is exposed to users in the Frappé tool’s webbased UI.
This UI allows users to pan their view of the map by
dragging, and zoom via the mouse scroll wheel, as in many
online mapping services. While the geometry remains spatially
consistent regardless of the level of zoom, the semantic zoom
technique is used to only render the region labels, boundaries,
and fills appropriate for a given zoom level. All rendered
geometry is simplified to an appropriate level of detail using
the Ramer-Douglas-Peucker algorithm [17,18] and, if a color
overlay is active, the fills of regions too small for the given
zoom level are summarized into the background fills of their
first visible ancestors.
The code map is rendered server side as a quad-tree of
512x512 pixel tiles. First the entire map is rendered in a single
tile (the lowest zoom level), then over four tiles (the second
zoom level), and so on, such that a single tile at one level of
zoom is represented by four tiles of equal size at the next level
of zoom. Tiles are rendered and sent to the browser on-demand,
to allow for ‘infinite’ zoom levels.
The CodeSurveyor implementation was run over three open
source codebases of increasing size: Bash 4.3 at 144,000 lines
of code (LOC), Ruby 1.9.3 at 680 KLOC, and Linux 2.6 at 1.4
MLOC. Table 1 provides the key characteristics of each
codebase and the total runtime of the algorithm. Figure 4 shows
the relative contributions of each phases All times are the
average of 10 executions on a MacBook Pro (Late 2013) with a
2.6GHz Intel® Core i7 CPU with 16 GB of 1600 MHz DDR3
memory. The Linux kernel completes in 1.5 minutes, showing

E. Recursive Region Amalgamation
The final phase of the CodeSurveyor algorithm generates
boundaries for all nodes above the source file level. This is
done by iterating through those nodes in bottom-up order. For
each node in turn, the already generated regions of its children
are deconstructed into a combined list of undirected segments.
Those that occur only once (i.e. are not opposite sides of a
shared boundary between adjacent child regions) are kept to
bound all contiguous child regions. At the lower abstraction
levels (analogous to countries) a single bounded region is
usually formed, while at the higher levels (analogous to
continents), multiple disjoint regions are more common.
The final output of CodeSurveyor is a region for every node
in the input augmented hierarchical graph — be it an
architectural component, source file, or individual variable —
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Table 2. Pre-study questionnaire results from the metaphor evaluation
P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

12

6

3

20

24

elementary
school

17

13

college

14

kcache-grind

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Eclipse

-

Prior knowledge of C1

10/10

8/10

10/10

7/10

4/10

Prior knowledge of C2

4/10

2/10

4/10

4/10

1/10

Prior knowledge of the
CodeMap technique

1/10

1/10

6/10

7/10

2/10

Years as professional
programmer
Rough age started
programming
Software visualisation tools
previously used successfully
Software visualisation tools
previously used unsuccessfully

+

the scalability of the technique. The generated code map for
Bash and Linux are shown in Figures 1 and 5, respectively.
Interactive performance also scales well, with generating the
tile containing the entire map taking on average 57 ms for
Bash, 82 ms for Ruby, and 156 ms for Linux.
VI. EVALUATION
With the implementation showing the scalability of the
approach and smooth updates left as future work, we ran two
small-scale qualitative evaluations to assess the effectiveness of
the remaining key goals of the algorithm — namely, to
determine if the placement of nodes based on system structure
matches C developers’ natural interpretation of the cartographic
metaphor, and whether the produced landmasses provide
sufficient visual landmarks to support developers in learning
and navigating the generated code maps.

+

A. Metaphor Evaluation
While the CodeSurveyor implementation generates
interactive code maps, this study asked participants to view and
interpret static images of the maps it produces, in order to focus
on identifying issues and opportunities in the intuitiveness of
the cartographic metaphor itself. Five participants volunteered
(four males and one female) from a pool of co-located
researchers and developers with significant programming
experience. They are referred to here by participant IDs, P1–5.
Broad demographic information was captured via a short prestudy questionnaire, whose results are summarized in Table 2.
After completing the short questionnaire, participants were
asked to complete two tasks using images of the code maps
produced by CodeSurveyor for two C language codebases: a
bug-checking tool with ~180 thousand lines of code (C1), and
an in-memory database with ~3 million lines of code (C2).
These were presented on a standard 15-inch laptop screen with
a resolution of 1280x720 and additionally printed out on A4
paper. In order to gather additional feedback, participants were
asked to think aloud throughout the study, and completed a
brief post-study interview.
Task One: This task assessed how well participants’
expectations of where to look for a file matched its placement
by the CodeSurveyor algorithm. Participants were provided

Figure 5. Code map of the Linux kernel at increasing levels of zoom, from
top to bottom
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Figure 7. P1’s response for the Task One of the metaphor evaluation

Figure 8. The relationships categorized by participants in Task Two

with the code map of a codebase highly familiar to most, C1,
that had a random selection of its source file regions labeled.
They were then asked to circle the areas in which they expected
to find three unlabeled source files based on their prior
knowledge of the codebase, the visible file labels, and their
natural interpretation of map features. They were told the areas
could be as large or small as desired. P1’s response and the
actual file locations (A, B, and C) are shown in Figure 7.
The first file (A) was located on the largest island of the
map. All five participants were able to successfully identify the
correct island, although four (P1–4) drew a circle around
approximately 75% of it. This, along with comments made by
the participants, indicated that they were comfortable
categorizing islands by their core functionality and were able to
split a large island into two or three sub groupings, but were
unwilling to be any more precise.
The second file (B) was located on the second-largest island
on the map. All five participants were able to identify the
correct island, and four of them (P1–3 and P5) drew their target
circle around the part of the island linked to a name. This name
was frequently mentioned as an important landmark for placing
the target file. Labels have been censored in Figure 7.
The last file (C) was a relatively new file in codebase C1.
This file caused the most problems for the five participants:
there was disagreement between them on which of two islands
might contain it. In this case, the islands nominated were on
opposite sides of the map (the northernmost and southernmost
islands of Figure 7). Several people commented that they made
selections based on the fact that the target file was in a
relatively new component of the target system, and therefore
ought to be on one of the separate islands with unfamiliar
labels.
Task Two: The purpose of this task was to see how
participants interpreted visual and spatial cues in the geometry
and rendering of the code maps. Participants were asked to
categorize the relationships between eleven pairs of regions on
the code map of an unfamiliar codebase C2 (Figure 8), using as
many or as few categories as desired. The relationships were
chosen to be of roughly equal length so that participants would
differentiate based on the visual cues in the underlying

Table 3. Results for Task Two of the metaphor evaluation
P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

Category 1

1, 3-11

1, 5, 7, 8

1, 3-11

1, 4, 5, 7

1, 5, 7

Category 2

2

2

2

2

2

Category 3

3, 4, 6, 9

3

3

Category 4

10, 11

8

8

Category 5

6

4

Category 6

9, 10

6, 10, 11

Category 7

11

9

geometry and rendering, rather than distance. Table 3 shows the
categories they created.
All participants agreed that the relationship that spanned
islands (11) was distinct, with two participants (P1, P3) simply
labelling all ten remaining relationships as equivalent. The
other three participants (P2, P4, P5) commented that the lakes
and bays “must mean something," and so used this to help
further differentiate relationships. Some of the source file
regions on the code map were displaying the boundaries of the
subdivisions within them, and P4 and P5 both commented on
this in coming up with their greater number of categories.
Similarly, P2 noted that some relationships between two
regions crossed a third region, and that this was enough to
merit separating those relationships from those between
adjacent regions. Overall, there were significant differences in
how participants categorized the majority of the relationships,
but broad agreement in the meaning of an island.
Discussion: While the study showed users felt confident in
the meaning of the islands on a code map, it also generated
several insights into the system that can help with the future
development and extension of the CodeSurveyor algorithm.
The many bays and land-locked lakes produced by the
algorithm were primarily intended to serve as landmarks to aid
navigation, but most participants also saw them as breaks in the
adjacency and contiguity of regions that indicated an absence
or reduction of dependence. This intuition is not matched by
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Table 4. Results of the background questionnaire of the Navigation Evaluation. * Self-rated knowledge for the participant’s own component of the codebase
P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

P8

Years as professional
programmer

26

14

30

5 months

18

4 months

30

28

Rough age started
programming

22

12

12

15

18

18

18

17

Developer

Developer

Manager

Developer

Manager

Developer

Developer

Manager

emacs

emacs

emacs

vim

vim

vim

vim

vim

SV tools previously used
successfully

paper (manual
call graph)

cscope

-

-

Xterm, coogle

qpst (IDE)

Yes, unsure of
name

IDE

SV tools previously used
unsuccessfully

cscope

cscope

-

-

Xterm, coogle

-

-

Javadoc

Prior knowledge of
codebase C2

7/10

9/10*
4/10

2/10

4/10*
2/10

6/10

2/10

5/10

10/10

Prior knowledge of
codebase C4

1/10

1/10

1/10

1/10

1/10

1/10

1/10

2/10

Prior knowledge of the
CodeMap technique

1/10

1/10

1/10

1/10

1/10

1/10

5/10

1/10

Current role
Everyday code editor

the current algorithm, however: the graph layout phase
optimizes based on distance rather than region adjacency, and
the implicit surface generation does not consider the
dependency information when producing its bays and lakes.
Some participants also read into the subdivision boundaries
being shown on some source file regions and not others as
significant with regard to dependencies, when in fact they are
simply rendered when a region’s area is greater than a set
threshold. We believe this would be more readily understood
by users of the interactive maps.

Task One: In Task One participants were presented with the
code map of an unfamiliar codebase C4, an operating system
with ~12 million lines of C code. The task was completed in
two halves: one conducted immediately after the training
exercise, and the other at the conclusion of the session — after
completing Task Two and the background questionnaire. In the
first half participants were instructed to use the search feature
to locate the three functions, anonymized here as FA, FB, and
FC. The search for each function returned only a single result
and users were instructed to zoom in on the corresponding map
region (indicated by a marker) until the label of the function
appeared, at a zoom level of 7–8 times. Participants were then
to zoom out to view the entire map again before moving on to
the next function. Figure 9 shows the location of each function
on the code map of C4.
Of the eight participants, half (P1, P2, P7, P8) had difficulty
controlling the zoom via the scroll wheel. From the study
observer's notes, they did not expect the map to zoom about the
mouse pointer’s current position, and — as the pointer was not
placed over the target function’s location — were having to recenter the map by panning after each zoom operation. P2
commented that she suffered from motion sickness while
completing the exercise, and additionally P5 (who had no
visible difficulty with the controls) requested an easier way to
zoom. The remaining participants had no difficulties, with P6
commenting that he liked the ‘drill down capabilities’.
After spending time on the remaining task and background
questionnaire, users were returned to the map of codebase C4
to complete the second half of Task One. In this part, users
were again instructed to locate the three functions FA, FB and
FC from among the 186,573 functions present on the map of
C4, but this time without using the search feature. They were
intentionally not told this was going to be asked of them when
completing the first part of this task, so that they would not go
to any special effort to remember the functions’ locations.
All four participants that expressed difficulty with the zoom
controls in the first part of the task (P1, P2, P7, P8) were unable

B. Navigation Evaluation
A second, follow-up study was run shortly after the first,
focused on assessing the effectiveness of the technique for code
navigation when coupled with the pan-zoom interaction model
employed in our implementation and varying abstraction
hierarchies. It was conducted by a remote volunteer with eight
participants — five developers and three managers — from the
development team of codebase C3, a database with ~10 million
lines of code. The participants were selected to give a wide
distribution of years of experience at Oracle. Table 4
summarizes the results of a background questionnaire run
during the study. Note that the participants’ prior experience
with software visualization tools was minimal — many of the
tools listed are not commonly thought of as visualization tools
at all.
The implementation described in Section V was presented
on a laptop with a screen resolution of 1600x1050, and an
external mouse and keyboard connected. One participant (P7)
instead connected remotely via VNC, where a resolution of
1280x1084 was used. Participants were invited to think aloud
throughout the study to gather more feedback. They were first
given a training task to complete, using a code map of codebase
C1 from the first evaluation, to familiarize them with the search
feature and viewport controls. Following the training task,
participants were then guided through the following two tasks.
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to indicate the location of any of the three functions, though P2
and P1 commented that they thought they would be able to
after spending more time with the map. P4 identified all three
functions successfully, while P3 was able to locate the correct
island for each of the three functions (or island group in the
case of FB), but was unable to find and show the labels of the
individual functions. P5 found FC, but not the remaining
functions, and P6 found FA and FB, but not FC.
Task Two: The second task provided three different code
maps of codebase C3 (the 10 million line codebase the
participants work on day to day), each using a different higherlevel structure in its input hierarchical graph. The first used the
codebase’s directory structure, the second used the directory
structure for the lower levels and a graph clustering algorithm
to form the higher level groupings, and the third used a preexisting file classification scheme, based loosely on both the
functional area of the files and the teams that owned them.
Participants were asked to explore each for three minutes and
rank which they thought best represented the codebase.
All participants experienced with the codebase (P1–3, P5,
P7, P8) ranked the two higher-level structures that incorporated
the directory structure more highly, with two ranking the pure
directory structure highest (P1, P2) and four ranking the
combination of directory structure and clustering highest (P3,
P5, P7, P8). Of the inexperienced participants, P4 commented
that she performed the ranking based on the placement of the
files she knew, choosing the scheme based on ownership and
functional area, then the combination of directory structure and
clustering, then pure directory structure. P6 preferred not to
rank them due to his inexperience with the codebase.
While the results on the selection of the higher-level
structure are specific to the codebase used, the behavior and
comments of the participants noted by the study observer
proved interesting. All participants began their exploration by
finding code familiar to them in each map. The experienced
participants began their explorations by immediately drilling
down based on the location of a recognized higher level label.
Those new to the codebase (P4, P6), however, turned to the
search feature to first locate a familiar file.
Discussion: The zooming controls were not as intuitive to
the target audience as we had imagined, with four participants
expecting the scroll controls to zoom around the center of the
viewport, rather than the mouse position. This would be
resolved through further training, though could be made more
obvious by animating a small ‘pulse’ effect around the cursor
position on each zoom operation, and complemented with other
conventional zooming options, via double click, keyboard
shortcuts and onscreen buttons.
Location recall within the maps was quite strong, especially
given the difficulty with the zoom controls. Having navigated
to them only once before (and without knowing they would
need to again), half of the participants were able to recall the
locations of one or more of the three selected functions from
among the 186,573 present. When faced with a familiar
codebase (with familiar labels), experienced participants where
able to quickly drill down and find individual files and
functions without having visited them previously, leading us to
believe the visualization may be useful for navigation tasks
even before users have learned the code map.

Figure 9. Locations of FA, FB, and FC on the code map of C4 in Task One
of the interactive evaluation with zoomed insets.

From comments gathered throughout the study, participants
again read into the metaphor more than intended, in similar
ways. “Lakes” were interpreted as separating files with no
dependencies between them, while adjacent regions were
thought to be more dependent. One participant wondered
whether the number of sides on the polygonal region
boundaries was significant. Most participants did naturally
assume the area of the map regions represented code size,
however, with only one participant (P1) interpreting it as an
indication of ‘code complexity’ instead.
VII. FUTURE WORK
Going back to the key goals of CodeSurveyor, the
algorithm does not yet support smooth updates to create a
stable layout of the code as it evolves. At present, the code map
for each new version of a codebase can only be generated in
isolation. This results in code maps that may have drastically
different orientations from one version to the next, as there is
nothing anchoring nodes in the higher levels of the hierarchical
graph to a particular orientation. The graph layout and treemapping algorithms employed in CodeSurveyor are based on
incremental optimizations, however, so could be modified to
support smooth updates using an approach similar to that
outlined by Gotz [4]. As found during the two user studies, the
layout should also directly optimize for the adjacency of
dependent regions to better match developers’ intuition.
The core utility of the CodeSurveyor algorithm is its
provision of a learnable, navigable location encoding that —
coupled with data overlay capabilities — provides a
mechanism to perceptually understand, identify and correlate
data points and code entities of interest. This is yet to be fully
exploited (and evaluated) in the algorithm’s application in the
Frappé tool. It currently supports overlaying search results,
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function line counts, dependency edges, call paths, and call
graph slices. Extending the range of program data available as
overlays would further support code comprehension beyond
facilitated navigation and a greater awareness of program
structure. Examples of this would be overlaying profiling data
to focus on commonly executed code, or exposing data from
the version control system, such as code age, to identify legacy
code or quickly find out who to ask about a certain file or
function. How to best combine these varying aspects — and the
source code — in a cohesive workflow, is more challenging.
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS
CodeSurveyor is a new spatial visualization technique that
generates maps of large software systems to support developers
and managers in code comprehension tasks. It uses a
hierarchical graph layout to group source files into continents
that reflect the higher-level organization of a system, and
couples this with Voronoi tree-mapping to further divide the
source files (as countries) into regions for the individual
functions, types and variables they contain. In this way it
defines a unique region for all entities in a system — the highlevel components down to the individual variables — making it
a versatile platform for overlaying program data.
Our implementation generates a code map of the Linux
kernel in 1.5 minutes, showing the scalability of the approach
for codebases up to millions of lines of code. Two user studies
showed users naturally interpreted islands on the map as
representing functional components, and the areas of regions as
an indication of code size. While there was some uncertainty
on the meaning of the placement of regions within islands and
minor difficulties with view controls, half of the participants
were able to quickly find and recall the locations of individual
functions from among almost 200,000 on an unfamiliar code
map, lending credence to the effectiveness of the map’s
distinctive shapes and positions as navigation aids.
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